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Reversed magnetic shear has been considered to be a good candidate for improving (be
tokamak because it could stabilize both some classes of microinstabilities, and several MHD
instabilities, including ballooning modes and resistive tearing modes. Such a combination of
favorable conditions has been shown computationally can lead to an attractive steady-state tokamak
reactor.

Experimental investigation of this new regime is now possible with the development of the
MSE diagnostic for accurate ij-profile measurements. Experiments on TFTR have demonstrated a
reversed magnetic shear configuration that indeed exhibits greatly reduced particle, ion thermal,
and momentum transport in the reversed shear region at or below neoclassical levels. This
enhanced reversed shear (ERS) regime is characterized by an abrupt transition to an increased rate
of rise of the central density during neutral beam injection (NBI) when the heating power is above
a threshold. Following the transition, the central density has risen as high as.,J.2 x 1020m'3 in a
plasma with 24 MW of deuterium NBI with T;~24 keV and Te~8 ke V. TFT£is uniquely equipped
to study hydrogenic ion transport using non-perturbing tritium gas puffs into the plasma edge.
Reduced tritium diffusion has been observed using the neutron collimator to follow the evolution
of the tritium into the plasma. The ERS regime has been found to persist even when the NBI
power is reduced below the transition threshold. Measurements made in nearly steady state during
the reduced power phase have confirmed the low diffusi vities in the core and allowed us to exploit
the flexibility of TFTR to inject the neutral beams in both the co and counter directions to
investigate the underlying physics of the transport. These experiments have confirmed that
momentum transport is also reduced in the ERS phase. Recently we have also succeeded in
stimulating ERS transitions at heating powers as low as 12 MW by injecting a lithium pellet at the
start of the heating phase, further increasing our opportunities for studying this confinement
regime.

At high beta a n=l ideal mode develops and results in a disruption. The PEST code indeed
predicts both the beta limit and the calculated structure agrees well with he observations. However,
the resistive MHD activity which does not appear to effect confinement in the ERS plasmas is not
in agreement with code predictions. The low collisionalily in TFTR may be playing an important
role in their stabilization.

Simulations based on the inferred transport coefficients for ERS plasmas, suggest thai a
fusion power, PDT <= 20 MW, could be achieved, and central parameters of the fusion alpha-particle
population approaching those of a reactor. This would be reached within stability limits for modest
increases of the radius of reversed shear and Ip. Prolotype plasmas with the radius of the reversed-
shear region increased to about 0.5 of the minor radius have recently been produced. Optimization
of the discharge evolution, supplemented by the use of techniques, now under development, for
control of the current and pressure profiles by RF waves, would provide unique opportunities for
assessing the reactor potential of the ERS' regime. Using TFTR, il would be possible to extend our
knowledge of the physics of fusion alpha-particles in a reactor regime.
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